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Importance of LED Lifetime

• Consumers need an indication of product lifetime – the median 

time to failure

• Lifetime is a critical factor in a purchasing decision, along with 

price and running cost (i.e., energy savings)

There are two failure modes for LED lamps:

1) Parametric (reduced light output)

• Lack of a useful level of light output – lumen maintenance

• Change in the color of light produced – color maintenance

• Visible intermittence of light output – flicker

2) Catastrophic (failure to produce light)

• Lamp no longer produces light
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IEC 62612, IEC 62717 Endurance Tests

1. Accelerated operational life (i.e. extreme conditions)

• 10°C above maximum rated operating temperature

• ON continuously

• 1000 hours

2. Ambient temperature cycling (i.e. Max rated)

• -10°C (1h hold) transition for 1h to 40°C (1h hold)

• ON (34 min): OFF (34 min)

• 250 cycles (1000 hours)

3. Supply switching (i.e. Typical)

• 25°C ambient temperature

• ON (30s): OFF (30s)

• # cycle equals half the hours of rated life
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IEC Endurance Tests – Equipment Required

Accelerated aging and temperature 

cycling tests

• Require a thermal test chamber to 

control/cycle the ambient conditions

• Expensive to test - many labs do 

not have the test chambers

• Limited capacity in the test chamber 

for multiple models/samples to be 

tested

• Thermal test chambers are used for 

testing emergency lighting products. 

Limited availability for testing 

general lighting products
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IEC Endurance Tests – Switching On-Off

IEC rapid switching test on 20 

models

• Testing on 20 different lamps, 

n=5 units of each (100 lamps total)

• Switching on/off 30s on / 30s off

• No units failed

• Findings confirmed industry 

experience with the outcomes 

from the rapid switching cycle test

• Lack of thermal stresses
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Lumen Maintenance Test – 6000 hours

Current Ecodesign requirements for CFL and LED: 

• Non-directional CFL – at 6000 hours, has survival, lumen 

maintenance and switching cycles (244/2009)

• LED lamps – at 6000 hours, also has survival, lumen 

maintenance and switching cycles (1194/2012)

However, 6000 hours is >8 months.  This can:

• Delay new products being introduced to the market

• Limit Market Surveillance (i.e., product shelf-life only 

2-3 years, so non-compliant product may no longer be sold)

Needs something shorter, however if its too short there’s too 

much uncertainty and it won’t protect users
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EEPliant published a Final Report in Dec 2017

• EEPliant used long-duration switching cycles of 
2h45m on / 15m off.  This was found to be more 
effective than short (30 second on/off) switching

• The EEPliant final report recommends (p.22-23):

http://eepliant.eu/index.php/knowledge-base/item/2017-12-31-eepliant-1-final-report
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New Test: Functionality after endurance testing

• Samples of 3 or 10 units

• Normal laboratory conditions – no special temp chambers

• Real-life scenario of 2.5h on / 0.5h off

⎻ Stresses electronics: line-voltage capacitor can saturate and fully 
discharge each cycle; electronics heat and cool each cycle

• 1200 switching cycles – 3600 hour test

• Combines switching cycle and lumen maintenance – lower 
burden on technician (cheaper for market surveillance)

• Failures can occur due driver failure (catastrophic) or lumen 
depreciation (parametric)

• Equation which defines the minimum rated lumen maintenance 
based on the lifetime declaration
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Lumen Maintenance Factor 

• The lumen maintenance factor XLMF% after endurance testing 
shall be at least XLMF,MIN% calculated as follows: 

• where L70 is the declared L70B50 lifetime (in hours) 

• Upper limit for XLMF,MIN%: the calculated required lumen 
maintenance of the sample shall not exceed 96.0% 
(i.e., XLMF,MIN ≤ 96.0 %)

⎻ 26,000 hours of rated life:  higher is 96.0%; lower is 
calculated %
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Effects of Switching Cycles on Temperature (1 of 2)

Temperature measurements of the LED chips, 1min on / 1min off
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Effects of Switching Cycles on Temperature (2 of 2)

Temperature measurements of the LED chips, 2.5h on / 0.5h off
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Lamps Tested in Sweden (3600h test)

• Fifteen (15) different models, 46 lamps in total 

• Switching cycle failures:

• Model 2 – Sample 10 – failure at 2088 hours testing

• Model 2 – Sample 11 – failure at 2928 hours testing

• Model 13 – Sample 44 – failure at 1008 hours testing

• Lumen maintenance failures on eight of the models tested:  

Models 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14 and 15.
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Lamps that failed on lumen maintenance
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Lamps tested in Australia

• Eleven LED lamp models were tested in two ways:

1. 20 models x 5 samples tested to switching 30 second on, 

30 second off (part of IEC 62612 requirements) – none of 

the 100 samples failed this test

2. 11 models x 4 or 5 samples were tested by 3600h test  

• Two models failed:

• 5/5 samples of model A 

• 3/4 samples of model G

• Three models failed on lumen maintenance, and two 

probably failed but no declared lifetime
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Lamps that failed on switching and lumen maintenance
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Lifetime and Endurance Test Proposal

• Adopted in Europe

• Proposed in South 

Africa
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Points for Discussion 

• What is the experience of the TC with lifetime testing?

• Which lifetime test is appropriate for this region?
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Thank you, any questions?

For more information visit www.clasp.ngo or contact: 

Michael Scholand

Senior Advisor

Policy & Analysis Team

CLASP | Europe

T:  +44-7931-701-568

E: mscholand@clasp.ngo

Steve Coyne

Consultant

Director 

Light Naturally

T:  +61 413 314 346

E: steve@ligthnaturally.com.au

http://www.clasp.ngo/

